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feat. Ron Carrol
Falling for You
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The scene is: 3 astronaut in Zero Gravity.
some asteroid and a color BG 
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Falling For You

Just been 
Dealing with 

I Don't know 
what to do about it

The walls are closing in, 
I don't see no future

a whole lot 
of anger issues

In my mind it's 
the greatest sin
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The Scene is: Simillar the Scene 01 but has more 
ground and more some moutains. In center there are 

three astronauts 

The Scene is: Loop very crazy with glass materials
reflective the all lights blue, purple and pink.

The loop type is Hexagonon. 
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Emission materials animation. 
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BG: When build up starts more agressive The scene
creates a 2 type night and day (strobe lights)
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Falling For You
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The Scene is: A Futuristic Hangar with Audax`s Spaceship
The hangar contains two gates and an astronaut that is 

walking around.
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AS: The spaceship start entrance in that scene
with fire and smoke simulation in its motors.

Gate: open when the AS is very near of them. 

I can't run away, I can't get away
Running in circles everyday

I can't run away, I can't get away
Running in circles everyday

Now I'm getting tired of it
What do I have to say..


